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these twins’ placental histology, or if they belonged to the
one third of monozygous twins with a dichorionic separate
placenta, they would have been misclassified.

Mechanisms for differences in monozygous twins are
complex and not fully understood. A wide range of 
antenatal genetic and environmental influences can cause
phenotypic and genotypic divergence.2 A possible
mechanism for discordant hair colours in this case might
simply have been an unequal allocation of neural 
crest-derived pigment-cell percursors to the twins when
t h e twinning event occurred. Discordant skin pigmentation
has been described in monozygous twins with
chromosomal mosaicism,3 and heterochromia iridium has
been described in monozygous twins by St Clair et al.4 I n
this case, immunosuppressive therapy after a renal
transplant was needlessly continued for 15 years because
dizygosity had been assumed. In their case discussion,
t h e authors of this paper emphasised that the
heterochromia discordance must fall “within the acceptable
spectrum of monozygous status”. This current report
shows that even different hair colour can fall within
t h i s spectrum, and the term “identical twins” should be
replaced by the more accurate term “monozygous twins”.
Thanks to staff at the SGDP Molecular Genetics Research Centre
Laboratory at the Institute of Psychiatry for zygosity testing, and to
Elizabeth Bryan, Geoff Machin, and John Burn for advice.
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We found that the SSLRs for the scores 0, 1, 2, 3, 4–6,
and 7–12 of the GHQ-12 were quite stable across centres.
For some centres several strata had to be merged because they
contained no case with a psychiatric disorder. Each c e n t r e
had between 196 and 576 subjects actually observed and
the calculated confidence intervals of the SSLRs were quite
narrow. Nonetheless, out of 82 comparisons that were
possible, 74 (90%, 95% CI 84%–97%) were overlapping.
This means that SSLRs obtained from any set of 14 centres
were mostly applicable to the remaining one centre. The
findings apply also to Bangalore, where respondents had
the questionnaire read out to them.

The table summaries the SSLRs based on data from all
the 15 centres. These SSLRs are likely to be generally
applicable and we recommend that researchers as well as
clinicians use the SSLRs presented herein, instead of
optimum cutoffs, in interpreting GHQ-12 scores in general
medical settings.
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Identical diff e re n c e s
Paul Gringras

1-year-old male twins attended the Multiple Births
Foundation twins clinic for routine developmental review.
They had been born at 35 weeks’ gestation with a 15%
discordancy in birthweight and placental histology which
confirmed a monochorionic, diamniotic placenta with a
single arterio-arterial anastomosis. Due to the placental
findings the twins were assumed to be monozygous and no
further investigations of zygosity were done.

In the clinic the parents’ main question concerned the
boys’ zygosity. The parents pointed out a number of
differences between the two which made them doubt that
the twins were identical. The twins were of similar
w e i g h t s and the same length. They were easily
distinguishable because of their different hair colour
(figure). Eye colour was the same although the shape of the
eyes was different. They had slightly different shaped ears
and their faces were felt by experienced clinical staff to be
no more alike than expected in dizygous siblings.
Developmentally they had both reached age-appropriate
milestones and one had more words than the other. Their
teeth pattern differed in both the order and timing of eruption.

Standardised questionnaire assessments which rely on
scoring phenotypic similarities suggested the twins were
d i z y g o u s .1 Zygosity was therefore rechecked by PCR on
cells obtained from cheek swabs. Genotypes for eight
highly polymorphic di-, tri-, and tetra-nucleotide
microsatellite repeat markers were identical, further
supporting a diagnosis of monozyosity (1 in 2700 chance of
this result in dizygous twins).

Although most monozygous twins are phenotypically
similar, there are some monozygous pairs who are neither
phenotypically nor genotypically identical. Assumptions are
commonly made about twins’ zygosity based either on
direct examination of physical features or indirect use of
parental questionnaires. In this case both systems would have
led to a false diagnosis of dizygosity. Without the details of
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Twin pregnancies
dichorionic diamniotic monochorionic monoamniotic

monochorionic diamnioticdichorionic diamniotic
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Dichorionic diamniotic placenta

Monochorionic
diamniotic placenta
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Inter-twin membranes of 
monochorionic diamniotic placenta
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Placenta of monozygous twins
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By Kevin Dufendach - Own work, CC BY 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=5324027
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Demonstration of vascular anastomosis
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Courtesy of Dr. K. Delbecque, CHR Citadelle, Liège, Belgique

Monochorionic diamniotic placenta
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Demonstration of vascular anastomosis

Courtesy of Dr. K. Delbecque, CHR Citadelle, Liège, Belgique
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Placental vascular anastomosis

• Monochorionic placenta: >90% anastomoses


• Arterio-arterial anastomosis: >90%, superficial, 
bidirectional, beneficial role


• Arterio-venous anastomosis: >90%, deep, unidirectional, 
deleterious role (IUGR, TAPS, TTTS)


• Veno-venous anastomosis: 25%, superficial, bidirectional, 
controversial role


• Dichorionic placenta: very rare but not impossible
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The formation of viable genetic chimeras in mammals through the
transfer of cells between siblings in utero is rare. Using microsat-
ellite DNA markers, we show here that chimerism in marmoset
(Callithrix kuhlii) twins is not limited to blood-derived hematopoi-
etic tissues as was previously described. All somatic tissue types
sampled were found to be chimeric. Notably, chimerism was
demonstrated to be present in germ-line tissues, an event never
before documented as naturally occurring in a primate. In fact, we
found that chimeric marmosets often transmit sibling alleles ac-
quired in utero to their own offspring. Thus, an individual that
contributes gametes to an offspring is not necessarily the genetic
parent of that offspring. The presence of somatic and germ-line
chimerism may have influenced the evolution of the extensive
paternal and alloparental care system of this taxon. Although the
exact mechanisms of sociobiological change associated with chi-
merism have not been fully explored, we show here that chimerism
alters relatedness between twins and may alter the perceived
relatedness between family members, thus influencing the alloca-
tion of parental care. Consistent with this prediction, we found a
significant correlation between paternal care effort and the pres-
ence of epithelial chimerism, with males carrying chimeric infants
more often than nonchimeric infants. Therefore, we propose that
the presence of placental chorionic fusion and the exchange of cell
lines between embryos may represent a unique adaptation affect-
ing the evolution of cooperative care in this group of primates.

callitrichid ! genetic chimerism ! genomic conflict ! social behavior

Genetic chimerism, the mingling of two or more genomic
lineages within an individual (1), is rare in mammals, but

chimerism is prevalent in the hematopoietic tissues of marmosets
and other callitrichid primates (2, 3). In these species, fraternal
twins exchange cell lines through chorionic fusion during early
development (2, 4, 5). On the basis of karyotypic evidence from
Callithrix jacchus (2, 3), estimates are that 95% of pregnancies
result in the birth of hematopoietic chimeric twins. Chorionic
fusion of the twins’ placentas begins on day 19 and is complete
by day 29, forming a single chorion with anastomoses connecting
the embryos, which are still at a presomite stage in development
(4–7). The fusion of the chorions and a delay in embryonic
development at this stage allows the exchange of embryonic stem
cells via blood flow between the twins (2, 8). As a result, the
infants are genetic chimeras with tissues derived from self and
sibling embryonic cell lineages (2, 3, 8).

Although there is little doubt that tissues derived from he-
matopoietic origin are universally chimeric (9), the existence of
chimeric cells in nonhematopoietic tissues, including germ-line
cells, has not been established. Karyotypic analysis of C. jacchus
revealed that testes cells express unusual orientation during
meiosis, and this evidence suggested that the germ-line cells
might include female cells present because of chimerism (8, 10).
However, further karyotypic analysis refuted these findings, and
an analysis of sex ratios in captive colonies of C. jacchus
suggested that germ-line chimerism was not present (11). To
investigate whether chimerism occurs in tissues other than those
derived from the hematopoietic system, species-specific micro-

satellite markers were used to examine the extent and distribu-
tion of chimerism.

The existence of chimerism throughout somatic and germ-line
tissues may have important implications for the evolution of
paternal and alloparental care characteristics of this taxon,
through genomic conflict or altered perceptions of relatedness
between members of a family group (12, 13). Genomic conflict
in individuals with genetic heterogeneity has been identified as
a possible evolutionary mechanism, influencing behavioral and
developmental traits (14–17). Conflict within an individual may
influence the development of kin recognition mechanisms.
Specifically, how do chimeric organisms identify an individual
and determine relatedness to another chimeric individual (12)?
Somatic chimerism may provide individuals with self-matching
kin recognition cues, causing an overestimate of their relatedness
to chimeric offspring. Although the exact mechanisms of kin
recognition are unknown in primates, baboons appear to be
capable of recognizing paternal offspring, which may involve
phenotype matching (18). Phenotype matching has been con-
clusively demonstrated to occur in at least one mammal species
(19). If chimerism in marmosets involves more than hematopoi-
etic tissues, then we predict differential parental behavior toward
chimeric and nonchimeric infants and altered estimates of
relatedness from those expected for nonchimeric mammals.

Results
We examined the prevalence of chimerism in tissues derived
from different embryonic origins by analyzing genotypes of
microsatellite loci with a probability of detecting chimerism of
98% based on parental genotypes for these loci. A total of 92
intergenerational individuals that included 36 twin sets of Cal-
lithrix kuhlii (Wied’s black tufted-ear marmosets) and their
parents were assessed. The samples were genotyped in an
appropriate blind fashion such that the identity of the individual
and the tissue type were unknown. All alleles were noted for each
locus, and samples were identified as potentially chimeric if they
contained three or four allelic variants at a single locus. The
samples were then matched to identity, and twins were noted to
be chimeric at a tissue only if the alleles were found to match both
the parents as well as their twin. Further, a majority rule
approach was used to assign alleles as ‘‘self’’ (i.e., diploid and
inherited vertically from the parents) and ‘‘sibling’’ (inherited
horizontally from the twin in utero) [see example in supporting
information (SI) Fig. 3]. Of the 36 twin sets surveyed, 26 (72.2%)
were determined to carry chimeric tissues. Exchange of alleles
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development (2, 4, 5). On the basis of karyotypic evidence from
Callithrix jacchus (2, 3), estimates are that 95% of pregnancies
result in the birth of hematopoietic chimeric twins. Chorionic
fusion of the twins’ placentas begins on day 19 and is complete
by day 29, forming a single chorion with anastomoses connecting
the embryos, which are still at a presomite stage in development
(4–7). The fusion of the chorions and a delay in embryonic
development at this stage allows the exchange of embryonic stem
cells via blood flow between the twins (2, 8). As a result, the
infants are genetic chimeras with tissues derived from self and
sibling embryonic cell lineages (2, 3, 8).

Although there is little doubt that tissues derived from he-
matopoietic origin are universally chimeric (9), the existence of
chimeric cells in nonhematopoietic tissues, including germ-line
cells, has not been established. Karyotypic analysis of C. jacchus
revealed that testes cells express unusual orientation during
meiosis, and this evidence suggested that the germ-line cells
might include female cells present because of chimerism (8, 10).
However, further karyotypic analysis refuted these findings, and
an analysis of sex ratios in captive colonies of C. jacchus
suggested that germ-line chimerism was not present (11). To
investigate whether chimerism occurs in tissues other than those
derived from the hematopoietic system, species-specific micro-

satellite markers were used to examine the extent and distribu-
tion of chimerism.

The existence of chimerism throughout somatic and germ-line
tissues may have important implications for the evolution of
paternal and alloparental care characteristics of this taxon,
through genomic conflict or altered perceptions of relatedness
between members of a family group (12, 13). Genomic conflict
in individuals with genetic heterogeneity has been identified as
a possible evolutionary mechanism, influencing behavioral and
developmental traits (14–17). Conflict within an individual may
influence the development of kin recognition mechanisms.
Specifically, how do chimeric organisms identify an individual
and determine relatedness to another chimeric individual (12)?
Somatic chimerism may provide individuals with self-matching
kin recognition cues, causing an overestimate of their relatedness
to chimeric offspring. Although the exact mechanisms of kin
recognition are unknown in primates, baboons appear to be
capable of recognizing paternal offspring, which may involve
phenotype matching (18). Phenotype matching has been con-
clusively demonstrated to occur in at least one mammal species
(19). If chimerism in marmosets involves more than hematopoi-
etic tissues, then we predict differential parental behavior toward
chimeric and nonchimeric infants and altered estimates of
relatedness from those expected for nonchimeric mammals.

Results
We examined the prevalence of chimerism in tissues derived
from different embryonic origins by analyzing genotypes of
microsatellite loci with a probability of detecting chimerism of
98% based on parental genotypes for these loci. A total of 92
intergenerational individuals that included 36 twin sets of Cal-
lithrix kuhlii (Wied’s black tufted-ear marmosets) and their
parents were assessed. The samples were genotyped in an
appropriate blind fashion such that the identity of the individual
and the tissue type were unknown. All alleles were noted for each
locus, and samples were identified as potentially chimeric if they
contained three or four allelic variants at a single locus. The
samples were then matched to identity, and twins were noted to
be chimeric at a tissue only if the alleles were found to match both
the parents as well as their twin. Further, a majority rule
approach was used to assign alleles as ‘‘self’’ (i.e., diploid and
inherited vertically from the parents) and ‘‘sibling’’ (inherited
horizontally from the twin in utero) [see example in supporting
information (SI) Fig. 3]. Of the 36 twin sets surveyed, 26 (72.2%)
were determined to carry chimeric tissues. Exchange of alleles
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Vascular anastomoses in dichorionic 
diamniotic-fused placentas. 
Foschini MP1, Gabrielli L, Dorji T, Kos M, Lazzarotto T, Lanari M, Landini MP. 
Author information 

Abstract 
A case of fetal twin-to-twin cytomegalovirus infection through a 
dichorionic diamniotic (DiDi)-fused placenta prompted our search for 
possible vascular anastomoses in this type of placenta. This case and 
three additional DiDi-fused placentas were studied with gross (macro) 
sections and a three-dimensional (3D) stereomicroscopic technique. 
Two twins were dizygotic (they differed in gender and blood groups) 
and the other two were probably monozygotic. Macrosections and 3D-
image analysis demonstrated side-to-side connections between small 
subchorionic vessels. These findings demonstrate that vascular 
anastomoses are present in DiDi-fused placentas. 
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Vascular anastomoses in fused, dichorionic twin 
placentas resulting in twin transfusion 
syndrome. 
Lage JM1, Vanmarter LJ, Mikhail E. 
Author information 

Abstract 
We have provided pathologic documentation of vascular anastomoses 
across fused, dichorionic placentas. These placental anastomoses 
resulted in the twin transfusion syndrome. 
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Monochorionic placenta from a 
normal twin pregnancy

!11

Lopriore et al, J Vis Exp 55, e3208 (2011)
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TTTS placenta after fetoscopic 
laser coagulation of anastomoses
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Lopriore et al, J Vis Exp 55, e3208 (2011)
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Maternal side of TAPS placenta
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Lopriore et al, J Vis Exp 55, e3208 (2011)
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Umbilical cord entanglement
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Courtesy of Dr. K. Delbecque, CHR Citadelle, Liège, Belgique
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An unusual twin pregnancy

• Ultrasound examination at 18 weeks: 
normal fetus and placenta with 2 distinct 
parts


• HCG level: 175539 IU/L


• Patient wishes to continue the pregnancy


• At 3d trimester, molar part shrinks


• At 39 weeks, spontaneous delivery of a 
normal 3950 g male baby
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Pathological analysis of placenta
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Monochorial placenta with 
complete hydatidiform mole and 

normal male co-twin
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Microscopic analysis of placenta
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HE p57
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Post-partum surveillance of HCG
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Evolution of the disease

• Metrorrhagia at 10 months post-partum


• Curettage: persistence of molar villi and placental site 
trophoblastic tumour


• Transvaginal ultrasound: heterogeneous vascularized 
mass invading myometrium


• CT-scan and MRI: no pelvic involvement, no metastasis


• Hysterectomy with pelvic and lombo-aortic 
lymphadenectomy
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Microscopic analysis of curettage
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HE HE
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PSTT
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HE

hPL
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Microsatellite analysis in vWA locus
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Dispermic fertilization of one ovum:
one Y sperm generating the male baby

one X sperm generating the CHM 
and the subsequent PSTT
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Fertilization scenario in CMCF
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Hoffner & Surti, Cancer Genetics 2012
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Sesquizygotic twins
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Gabbett et al, New Engl J Med 2019
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